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~ Open letter to the Australian taxation office ~

Dear Kerry O'Loghlin (Per Anthony Loughnan)

Ref your letter to Mrs. Barnes dated 15 January 2014

Since you are still making demands on Mrs Barnes it simply means to me that I have not yet said
enough to convince you of your error, so before you step forwards and go where 'angels fear to
tread', I will reveal more and simply trust that it assists you to find your 'reason.'

I refer to your letter of 15th January 2014 wherein you state "It is not the function of the
Commissioner of Taxation to enter into debate or give advice about the Constitution or the general and
political system of Australia."

While this is true, it is or should be true that a 'function' of the ATO administration is to know,
understand and comprehend 'how or why' the Freedom of Religion clauses of the Tasmanian and
Australian Constitutions contain an 'Act' that releases some persons' from being "persons to be
subjected to taxation or punishment for the failure thereof."

This FACT is a 'factor' within the DOCTRINE of your OWN Constitutional Authority and powers
available which GOVERN the code of conduct POLICY of officials. Any contravention of said
powers is treason and anarchy and all officials operating outside of said policy ARE taking a
FALSE wage.

Surely it is incumbent upon you as the ATO legal or senior officials to be cognisant of said clause
rather than for you to believe that you and your officials can ignore the political decree of the
Constitution of Tasmania, Australia and the Command of God?

Mrs. Barnes is a person believing in God and obeying His Command which requires her to be a
person of peace even in the face of adversity. This means that she can do nothing other than try to
enlighten her oppressors as she does via my pen.

It is however my duty to God and errant man to try and get you and all to see THE REALITY of
what the consequences of any punitive action will mean to the person bringing the action against
her, especially when said action is in contravention of your own policy mandate.

My direct question to you is: "Why I ask do you continue to defy God and continue to abuse your
'office' by ignoring the very Constitution by which you are by 'wage and honour' bound"?

Let me once again clarify the situation for you. Mrs Barnes has read my final 'Testament of Truth'
to humanity and I have given her the understanding of God's Law and the fullness of His
Command.

She consequently now believes it is her RIGHT and DUTY to not fund any organisation which
has a warring or punitive or coercive attitude in the community, since she now knows that IF she
supported or funded or voted for said government organisation, that she would BE complicit (an
accessory) to all done by you for IT to OTHERS because you would be acting on her behalf as her
servants.

Friends and brothers, as 'Irishmen' you have your own loyalty to something, and all I am doing is
to help everyone on earth to see where in fact their present loyalty lies. Is it with State and men of
power or, - - - is it with their God and their own soul?
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Men/women who are loyal to and honour Caesar (State) use force of arms to punish and kill their
'opposition' as commanded by Caesar's State rules.

Men/women who are loyal to and honour their Creator are happy to 'die' unarmed and in peace
rather then defy His 'peace, love, mercy, compassion & forgive' Command.

When YOU are paid a 'wage' to uphold Rules in a book then your ideology, belief, conscience (your
religion) is that as DICTATED by said rules. Such conduct IS forced upon you by the said rules,
rules which you then IMPOSE forcefully upon others. Such enforcement results in you personally
imposing a warlike system of belief upon others by using the institution's 'force of arms' as a
punitive or coercive 'back up.'

You are only operating Legally in respect of the Constitution of Australia if the person in your
sights is a voter or taxpayer which is an indicator that they are therefore a supporter of your
institution and requiring ITS armed forces protection. As voters, those people rely on government
protection agencies to protect them from suffering at the hands of other people.

Mrs Barnes now knows that whatever suffering comes her way is a consequence of her own prior
negatives actions or those of her servants. She now knows that she must never again fund your
organisation in paying taxes (rendering unto Caesar).

She is now a person who does not vote because she now relies solely on God to protect her and
can no longer fund Caesar's 'punitive' system of belief.

While within your own rules and edicts you are "Legal" in your persecution of God's children, or
at least to those who vote for Caesar to protect them, you are still not legal within the precepts of
God's Command, being to love one another and go your way in peace.

To assist and clarify this very important issue I refer now to the taxation Tax Act error of the
17,000 religious organisations listed as 'Religions having immunity from taxation' because of the
stated words that they are; 'believers in a supernatural being, thing or principle.'

The officials of these 'Orders or organisations' claim some sort of divine immunity from taxation
and other control which 'Caesar' has granted. What needs to be seen is the hidden error now
exposed by my pen because:

1.The named religion e.g. Anglican, Buddhism, Islam or Catholic etc., cannot of itself have any
belief since IT is simply the NAME of an 'Order or organisation,' an entity only, and we all
know that ‘entities’ have neither thought, capacity for deed or for that matter, any sense of the
moral order required by society.'

2. It follows that it is the individual belief of those fellow-shipping within or teaching others
under the umbrella of the said organisation who, by personal deed or actions, can or cannot
legally claim immunity from tax or from persecution within the 'Taxation act' or, from the
Freedom of Religion clause of the Constitution. due to 'a' particular belief, thing or principle.

Why do I say 'can or cannot'? Because everyone believes in 'something' or principles or any
number of differing attitudes or principles. As I see it, as government agencies are governed by
their own 'beliefs & principles' and that these are dictated by legislation, that governments are
also classified by God and me as 'Religions.'
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3. It follows that anyone under the umbrella of ANY named religion is subject to paying taxes
and unable to claim immunity from persecution within the Freedom of Religion Clause of the
Constitution if they:-

(a) Are a 'voter' and therefore they are a member of the Religion of State & Federal
Government.

(b) Are a person seeking or demanding or funding the protection of the armed forces of the State
Government RELIGION.

It follows that, since the officers of named religions also walk hand in hand together with
warring soldiers of Caesar (State) that they are factually, by their ACTIONS, fellow-shipping
with the State 'Religion of WAR' IDEOLOGY even if they say that they believe in a supernatural
being.

4. It follows that it is via the DEEDS or Actions that the INDIVIDUAL person TRULY
delineates their conscience, belief, ideology and consequently, their 'religion' by their code of
conduct POLICY, rather than their stated or named religion in section (1) above. There are
ONLY two different codes of conduct policies in existence which delineate ones religious
ideology and they are:

(c) The belief in obeying God and being an absolute pacifist, being merciful, compassionate &
forgiving & never retaliating when faced by adversity, and always turning the other cheek if
abused. The other is:

(d) The belief in the RIGHT to defy God and use force of arms to defend oneself or kill an
oppressor and seek legal punitive redress if harmed in the court of Caesar.

This means that any person stating that they are 'Christians' because they are singing, praying
or clapping hands at their local church does NOT necessarily mean that they are adhering to or
with the TRUE principals of Christianity. This they only do if they obey the Command of God
in all their actions.

It follows that to obtain immunity from persecution or taxation by forces of Caesar, (State
Government) a person has to be of a proven contra religious belief from that of the State
Ideology. Therefore, a person must be as Mrs. Barnes or myself:

X: A non voter.
Y: An absolute pacifist.
Z: A person conforming to God's Command at all times and in all circumstances.

This means that they have NO control over others. They bear NO malice against oppressors.
They take NO punitive actions and do NOT defend themselves nor use force of any sort
because they are COMPASSIONATE, MERCIFUL and FORGIVING. They also only
EDUCATE others.

It may be, or may become a matter of interest of your department to observe the outcome of my
own Case on the 17th February in the Launceston Magistrates court wherein I will be testing the
validity or otherwise of the Tasmanian and Australian Constitutions.

I am contesting the validity or otherwise of police actions against myself by using the facility of
the Freedom of Religion Clause of the Australian Constitution to see IF said clause is now void or
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still 'applicable,' honourable and capable of being relied upon by the those PEOPLE who are
peaceful and who wish to NOT fund warring, punitive actions against the populace or others.

Please HALT your victimisation of Clemencia because she is God's chosen to show you the
RIGHT WAY home to THE LIGHT, so now stop trying to coerce Mrs Barnes into bowing to your
dictates and by this act, rejoining your ideology, doctrine or religion of control, interference,
subjugation and war upon her.

In order for ATO officials (yourselves) to continue the ILLEGAL harassment of Mrs. Barnes, you
appear to have been advised that the Freedom of Religion Clause of your own institution is now
NULL and VOID and therefore OBSOLETE or irrelevant.

This is deceit, a deceit which you believe justifies you in the continuation of your pursuit to
harass her and other children of God for having a contra ideological, belief, doctrine or religion to
the one of war you aspire to. The question now is:-

"Is the State government of Caesar a Religion in itself"? YES it is. Reference given at letter end.

I ADD the below for your education..

~ Introduction to the 'Render unto Caesar' revelations ~

I raised UP this document to assist every 'believer in God' seeking to "Do the right thing by GOD"
and doing the RIGHT thing for the benefit of their own soul and coming ETERNAL destiny. It
must BE clearly understood from the 'outset' that one cannot serve TWO 'Masters' having
opposing doctrines.

Caesar represented by 'State' governments commands obedience to ITS rules and grants
PROTECTION using armed forces to ensure that protection. (WAR, violent, aggressive,
punitive)

God Commands obedience to His RULING Command: "Go your way in peace & love one
another & be merciful & compassionate and forgive your perceived enemy" and promises HIS
protection to the FAITHFUL who obey HIM. (PEACE, calm, passive, kind, respectful,
educative)

It is your 'choice' as to 'which' ideology you adhere to. It is my 'job' for God to expose that IF you
'vote' for man to LEAD you and protect you then you must 'Render unto Caesar' taxes to PAY for
his armed forces, being your 'State security' employees.

Try and understand that when you do rely on the protection of man, that all DONE UNTO
OTHERS by Caesar's forces is done in your name and on your behalf and you are complicit. (An
accomplice because state forces are your servants)

It also follows that irrespective of what you might 'think,' your factual ideological doctrine
(religion) is that of Caesar, being WAR, interference, persecution, intimidation, threat, disrespect,
cruelty, deceptive, punishment and killing.

It follows that all the control, subjugation, interference, extortion, fine, punishment, injury or
killing of OTHERS becomes your DUE to GOD within the immutable Law of God. No Rule nor
'mandate of man' nor 'official' position nullifies nor voids the implementation of God's LAW.
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"AS YOU OR YOUR SERVANTS DO UNTO OTHERS WILL BY OTHERS BE DONE UNTO YOU."

It follows that a TRUE believer of 'Christianity or Islam' or other must NOT fund INIQUITY or
the imposition thereof upon OTHERS because, that activity is in DIRECT CONTRAVENTION OF
GOD'S Command and brings 'grief' eternally upon the ignorant or arrogant.

It is too 'simplistic' to say: "We must pay taxes for the benefit of society." Certainly we MUST pay
for all benign community effort or services we PERSONALLY seek to support or use. Pay the
'roads department directly. Pay the hospital authority or schools directly. Pay the builder or
plumber or gardener directly etc. Do NOT fund the coffers of any institution which uses 'force of
arms' against others. Education is the way, not punishment.

Simply put: Do nice things to others and God via kind others does nice things to YOU.
(kind, loving, merciful)

Simply put: Do nasty things to others and God via cruel others does nasty things to YOU.
(cruel, hateful, merciless)

God's Law of return for the use of HIS creative or destructive ENERGY is 'absolute Justice in
action.'

NEVER take a wage to uphold RULES in a book which force you to defy God.
NEVER pay a wage to others to uphold RULES in a book which force them to defy God.

If you fill out a 'tax return' and pay income tax to Caesar (State) it proves to God that you are an
unfaithful person defying Him and funding iniquity, being the subjugation, enslavement,
punishment and killing of His other children as YOU contravene His Ruling Command.

The words “Render unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s” have for many a long year been used as the
‘tool’ whereby man has ‘salved’ his conscience, as he ‘Caesar’ of 'old' and the today State
Institution via magistrates use force of arms to ‘tax’ the populace, and to punish them for any
‘defiance’ or non payment of demanded ‘taxes, licence fees, levies, stamp duties, royalties’ etc., - -
- continues at:

http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/caesar.htm

As a 'Religion' is classified as a 'belief in a supernatural being, thing or principle,' it follows that every
government institution on earth IS A RELIGION. To see 'how & why' Caesar, (Every State
government) is NOT 'secular' but IS A RELIGION, go to:

http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/slavery3.htm

There are many pages within the above but two paragraphs state:

3 - One of the main tenets of the State Religion is an indoctrinated belief that it is a
'Superpower' (God), and this is evidenced by its absolute power to make all 'obey' and 'bow' to
its dictates and, - - - it is worshipped as the 'guide & benefactor' and ruler of all on the land.

4 - The superpower (god) worshipped by the State Religion is "The Legislation" which, upon
progress through various rituals (presented and debated in Lower House, Upper House) is
enshrined in a "Holy Book." No legal procedure can be undertaken without reference to this
"Holy Book" in which are written all precedents under the Law. (Its Law).
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To assist you further in reference to 'what' the definition of a religion is, I give the below:

The question of today is:
"What is the meaning of the word 'Religion'?"

The right of and importance of Religious freedom for the citizens of Australia has been clearly
affirmed by the rulings by the High Court of Australia (The case of Church of the New Faith V
Commissioner of Pay roll Tax (Vic) 1983 154 CLR 120) where:

Justices Mason and Brennan, in a joint judgment, stressed the importance of the case in
determining fundamental questions of religious freedom in Australia and the extent to which
an individual is free to believe and act without legal restraint.

Justices Mason and Brennan said, "Freedom of religion, the paradigm freedom of conscience, is
of the essence of a free society. The chief function in the law of a definition of religion is to
mark out an area within which a person subject to the law is free to believe and act in
accordance with his belief without legal restraint."

The definition affected the operation of the religious-freedom guarantee under the
Constitution and many other laws granting religions special benefits.　
"Protection is accorded to preserve the dignity and freedom of each man so that he may adhere
to any religion of his choosing or to none," they said. "The freedom of religion being equally
conferred on all, the variety of religious beliefs which are within the area of legal immunity is
not restricted."

The judges stressed the importance of the "Actions of the adherents" rather than the dogma
itself.

Note: Australia's own Macquarie dictionary – page 835 (Compact version)

Religion = - - - - the quest for the values of the ideal life - - - the ideal, the practices for attaining
the values of the ideal, - - - a system of belief in the worship of a supernatural power or God' or
the recognition by man of a superhuman power entitled to obedience, reverence, and worship.

It needs to be understood once and for all that it is the unique individual who holds the
ideological 'belief' and conscience 'vote' of 'peace or war,' rather than the named organisation, be it
the institution of 'government' or Islam or Catholicism or Buddhism.

It follows that IF you prescribe to being protected by armed men, then you must be taxed to pay
their wages and you must therefore also follow the orders or legislated statutes of their 'boss.'
(Being the invisible Dark Sovereign Overlord who telepathically transmits His demands into the minds of
politicians or Chiefs etc.)

IF you subscribe to being protected by the Light of God, you are therefore always peaceful as you
bow in OBEDIENCE to the "Go your way in peace, love one another, be merciful, compassionate and
forgiving" Command of God, and you do NOT pay the wages of warriors nor do you obey their
dictates.

The Freedom of Religion Clause ONLY guarantees immunity from interference, taxation,
punishment and persecution to those who do NOT 'disturb the peace of others.'
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It follows that these peaceful cannot subscribe to funding those who DO interfere in the lives of
others for any reason. (In this case ATO officials police prosecutors and bailiffs etc.)

In the ONE belief the 'super power' to be obeyed and give one's allegiance and loyalty to is the
"Legislated Acts of Caesar.' This religious ideological DOCTRINE is that of "Dictatorship,
interference, merciless persecution, control, punishment and killing."

Being the DESTRUCTIVE POWER of the Dark aspect of the 'energy' of the Source. (Subjugation &
punishment)

The contra ideological religious DOCTRINE is that commanded by the Light of God, and is
CREATIVE, (Educational & freedom)

It follows that any official of the warrior tribe (Gov/Caesar) who defy the Freedom of Religion
Clause of the Constitution, are unfaithful to the standing orders of their institution, and they are
treasonable anarchists taking a false wage as they persecute persons of the "other" peaceful tribe
because, the persecution is of itself an attempt to coerce the peaceful into changing their
allegiance thereby denying their conscience and their God.

I reiterate: IF you wish to live under the controls of and legislation of Caesar and receive his
'protection,' then you are entitled to so do - - - BUT - - - you must then OBEY his 'dictates' (The
'Freedom of religion' clause) and NOT interfere in the lives of those having the CONTRA
ideology of PEACE.

It is now the time for the individual created by God to show HIM the Authority as to which
aspect of God's realms they wish to abide within eternally.

THE LIGHT- and live in freedom and joy or,
THE DARK - and live in turmoil and agony.

Over the 'ages' of time there have been many men speaking of their 'belief in an invisible super
power, God.' Regrettably, they have continued to use force of arms to protect their 'borders' and
their people.

This FACT shows that said 'believers' are unbelievers who FAIL to OBEY their God and "Go their
way in peace." Only those who now STOP funding the 'protection by man' will BE set free by
God through my ENLIGHTENED personality.

The Freedom of Religion clause is ONLY directed at those persons who use 'force of arms' as the
'back up' factor of their organisation to accomplish their needs, wants, desires.

The clause in contained within the Constitution of their institution to ADVISE them that they
must NEVER interfere in the lives of THE PEACEFUL children of God for ANY reason because,
the peaceful who do NOT disturb the peace ARE to be left in peace.

The Freedom of Religion clause is inserted by God into the 'articles of association' of the
WARRIOR TRIBE to advise THEM to NOT interfere in the lives of the peaceful who are living by
the CONTRA ideology of Peace as commanded by God.

The Freedom of Religion clause is NOT needed by the peaceful because they are ALREADY
living as God commands and they thus need NO 'reprimand' by the forces of the 'Warrior Tribes.'
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It is an 'invasion of privacy' for anyone to 'disturb the peace' of THE PEACEFUL.  So sayeth God

I advise you 'who' in the community serving 'Caesar' are in the gravest spiritual danger. It is the
ATO officials, the public prosecutor, magistrates and serving police officers.

How or why so? These officials 'point the bone' at someone who in their mind needs 'punitive
correction,' and the serving officers then go forth to 'arrest, detain, imprison, seize goods, dispossess
them from their homes and cause mental and emotional injury' etc.

All this ACTIVITY is of the ideological DOCTRINE of War and is of the RELIGION of spiritual
DEATH.

What man need to understand is that they cannot serve God and Mammon because the
ideologies of both are mutually exclusive. Under State and Federal laws/rules/dictates
harassment and persecution are the norm, whilst under God’s Command all are required to be
merciful, forgiving and non-retaliatory.

All I Terence can state now is that 'each' stands before their God and HE is now to separate those
HE considers the 'Just' from the 'Wicked' and my 'job' is to show you how He or I judge YOU, - - -
so that you can then judge your own self conduct* and thus KNOW your present destiny.

Note: self conduct* - conduct = behaviour = actions towards others. Benign or malignant ~
Peaceful or warlike. If your daily conduct is outside of the precepts of His Supreme Command
then you ARE doomed. No official position or 'badge of office' or 'mandate' or decree of man
nullifies His Command or Law.

Please now 'awaken' before it IS TOO LATE.

Terence

Note:

People such as 'Bob Brown's' Sea Shepherd crew 'harassing' fishermen on the high seas are NOT
of the godly 'Peace' ideology, they are of the 'warrior tribe' defiant of their God and walking
downhill towards the ABYSS.

People such as the multitudes who gather in the street to 'protest' and try and bring down
governments are NOT of the godly 'Peace' ideology, they are of the 'warrior tribe' defiant of their
God and walking downhill towards the ABYSS.

People such as myself do not require any 'permit' from any governing institution to 'perform' any
'nature of work' because we are FREE MEN or FREE WOMEN who daily bow in subservience to
our God.

We know that IF He 'permits' others to persecute us then it is the simple 'balancing' of His 'Scales
of Justice' for when in the past WE 'erred' and walked into darkness. Thus we simply 'suffer' any
forced impositions calmly and quietly and go our way in PEACE as we do FORGIVE our
ignorant persecutors.

There is a copy of this letter on line at:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/ato.pdf


